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The SmokyThek® ranks as the classic theft prevention solution for tobacco products at the point of sale.
Boasting a proven track record that spans many years, it is now even more versatile. The latest solution
offers expansion options for larger products, as well as networking capabilities. Thanks to its extreme
variability, the unit can be seamlessly integrated into all check-out lane situations.

The SmokyThek ® - complies with all legal and efficiency requirement s
The SmokyThek® has long established itself as an indispensible tool in the check-out lanes of successful retailers. Integrated

perfectly into the checkouts, this space-saving concept utilizes the area beneath the check-out conveyor belt in a way that

retailers have the opportunity to turn even more shelf space into display areas for additional impulse-buy merchandise.

Theft-proof storage of tobacco products, securely holds up to 84 different types of tobacco varieties
Optional product dispenser set-up: merchandise is released to the customer or to the cashier
Designed for optimum integration into single and double check-out consoles

Filling capacity accommodates up to 1000 packages
Ensures compliance with the first-in-first-out principle
Available in customer specific colors

offered with keypad or touch-PC & HA-Portal®

HARTING SmokyThek®

Proven, legally complaint, flexible

up to 84 buttons

up to 1036 packages

merchandise to customer
or cashier
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HARTING Systems GmbH
Max-Planck-Straße 1, 32339 Espelkamp, Germany
Phone: +49 5772 47-97300, Fax: +49 5772 47-482
Systems@HARTING.com, www.HARTING-Systems.com

There are two ways to realize your product choice: with the approved keypad or the new and future-proof
touch-PC, having a flexible interface and network towards HA-Portal®.
Of course, both systems are available for double SmokyThek®, too.

SmokyThek®

Proven, legally complaint, flexible

touch-PC keypad

Specifications:

kinds of tobacco: up to 84
number of slots : up to 84

long slots: 14-28 = 20 packages per slot = up to 560 packages

middle slots: 14-28 = 10 packages per slot = up to 280 packages

short slots 14-28 = 7 packages per slot = up to 196 packages

overall up to: 1036 Packungen
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